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How to Calibrate A P35 Atomizer Sprayer

1. "ER" Effective Range - ½ the feet of Row Spacing
up to 12 feet wide. In rows wider than 12 feet, use
a constant of 6

2. "M.P.H." - Check your actual tractor MPH. on the
terrain you are spraying on. Set the
tractor gear comfortable for spraying.
Measure the distance traveled in 1
minute, divide by 88 will equal M.P.H.

3. "G.P.A." - The P35 Atomizer sprayer
provides more droplets for coverage, using the same amount of water as
a high pressure sprayer. Allowing you to use less Gallon per Acre, on
average the ratio is 4:1. The typical grower has found success using only
30 G.P.A. in a controlled canopy, with a targeted spray. We recommend
15-20-25-30 G.P.A.

4. FORMULA Answer in G.P.M. (Gallons per Minute)

G.P.A. X M.P.H X

500 

E.R. •

-----
G.P.M. 

5. SPRAYHEAD CHART Find the GPM below which most closely matched
the number you determined in the formula above. Set the pressure
gauge and insert the correct Orifice disc accordingly.
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6. MIXTURE DOSAGE For application amount consult the label of the
chemical that is being applied. Example: ( X lb's ) per Acre. Simply mix
that amount in the GPA amount chosen during the Calibration to apply
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Optional Parts:
SPT-WHE-3016G - Dual Plug
SPT-WHE-96-16G - Extention 8 Ft.
Sprayer Engine illustrated parts list is available for download at www.BDIMachinery.net/7



Witerize Procdure P35 Sprayer 

1. Open the quick drain valve to drain the tank.

2. Twist the Quick Change Teejet orifice housing and drian out the
hose connected to the s ra head.

3. Un Screw the filter bowl and let drain.

4. Twist the thumb screws attached to the pump off and allow hoses
to drain. Then run the pump for a few seconds to flush the water
from inside the pum .






